It's Better to be a Meat Eater Than a Leaf Eater

A herd of duck-billed, plant-eating Maiasaura is feeding at the edge of the forest. One wanders silently down to the river to drink. Suddenly there is a crashing sound in the trees. A hungry Tyrannosaurus Rex has been watching the herd for hours, waiting for this chance.

I know which dinosaur I would rather be. It is better to be a meat eater than a leaf eater. Here are three reasons why.

First, eating meat is the right thing to do. Meat eaters clean up all the carcasses lying around. On the other hand, plant eaters move in and strip the whole area bare. Soon there will be no shade left at all.

Of course, this means that meat eaters will outlive plant eaters. When all the plants are finally gone, the leaf eaters will die out. Meat eaters will be able to eat all those greedy dead leaf eaters.

The fact is that meat eaters, with glinting, razor-sharp teeth and claws, are awe-inspiring, powerful machines. 'Rex' even means king. Who can argue with that?

This clearly shows that it is better to be a meat eater than a leaf eater. It is better to clean up carcasses. It is better to live longer. It is better to be king. The famous expert Herman E Raptor says there are 30 times as many plant eaters as meat eaters. So come join our exclusive club!
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